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T E R M  4  S E P T E M B E R  2 0 1 4  

 

 

15 Can challenge 

Christmas Time for most is a time of great joy and celebration. For some, for 

many reasons, it's a time of sadness and going without. This year we can change 

this for some. 

Please join our 15 can challenge - it's simple and easy to do. 

1. Every week when you do your groceries, purchase one extra item. It could be 

a can or something non perishable. eg soup, baked beans etc 

3. Drop them off to us at Mother Goose. 

We will donate these to a charity to be distributed in our area. 

some charities/ vans require more tea and coffee, some need food hampers for 

families, some need ring pull cans for the homeless. It is your gift to give . 
  

Our centre is licensed from 7.30 am till 6 pm. We are not covered by insurance 

after this time nor permitted to care for children after 6pm. Please ensure that you 

arrive by 5.45pm to collect your child, collect shoes, art work, chat to educators 

etc, so that you are off premises by 6pm. We are required by the regulation to 

have 2 educators on premises when ever a child is within our care. Late fees apply 

6.00 to 6.05pm is $15 and from 6.05 –6.20pm or part there of $15. These fees do 

not cover the incurred wages owed to educators who are unable to finish their shift 

on time, this also impedes on educators social commitments after work. For me as 

an employer I find this the hardest shift to get educators to work for a period of 

time, so please respect these educators and their desire to finish on time. 

   We are closed   Tuesday , 5pm 23rd Dec 

    We reopen   Monday 5th January 2014. 

No fees are charged while the centre is closed. We wish all our families a very 

safe and enjoyable Christmas and new year. It is a wonderful time to celebrate 

family and spend quality time with our children. Merry Christmas. 

We are closed 
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Santa 

 

We will be celebrating the year at 

 Maitland Park 

  Tuesday, 23rd December 

 5pm. 

 Santa 6pm 

Bring a picnic rug, picnic dinner, aeroguard, a glass of wine, and the 

family.  

Extended family is very welcome, and a  chance to thank them for help-

ing out with the support that they extend to you during the year. This is 

a very casual evening, a chance to catch up, have a chat and push the 

children on the swings. 

Many of our educators will be there, but please remember that you are 

responsible for your children. 

Bring to the Office no later than Monday 8th Dec: A book for any child 

not enrolled at MGDN with the name of your child on the bag ( max 

$15 ) . These will be wrapped for you are added to the gift that Santa 

will be giving to each of the children. Your Childs book will be with the 

siblings group.  

 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  

 

 

 

 

Be confident. 

Too many 

days are 

wasted  

comparing 

ourselves to 

others and 

wishing to be 

something we 

aren't. 
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Tiny Tadpoles (0– 1.5years) 

Hi everyone, 

Wow! It is September already; this year is just flying by. Now that the weather is 

warming up please remember to pack a Sippy cup or drink bottle, a sun safe hat as 

well as spare clothes more suited to the warmer months. As the days get hotter we 

will start introducing water play into our program again, this is always an experience 

that is very much enjoyed. We can’t wait to jump in some puddles and cool off under 

the sprinkler. 

A big welcome to Erin who is now permanently working in the Tiny Tadpoles room. 

Erin has been working between the Curious Koalas and Tiny Tadpoles for some time 

now so she is very familiar with all the children and their routines.  Erin works the 

10am-6pm shift so you will see her when you pick your children up each day. Ashley 

continues to work 8am-4pm in the room leader role and will see most of you in the 

mornings. 

As some of you are aware Ashley is currently studying to gain her Early Childhood 

Teaching degree, for some of her units of study she is required to make changes to the 

environment in the Tiny Tadpoles indoor and outdoor areas. Recently, Ashley re-

moved any ‘close-ended’ resources from the indoor environment and only offered 

‘open-ended’ experiences. Open-ended play is when children have the opportunity to 

determine for themselves, what to do, how to do it and what to use. It does not have a 

fixed answer and is unrestricted play. Often referred to as ‘free-flow’ play, open-

ended play has multiple and limitless possibilities. Many experiences provided to 

children are open ended such as, clay, both wet and dry sand, paint, various loose 

parts (gumnuts, small sticks, gemstones, shells etc.) and blocks. All these items allow 

children to use their imagination skills and have no set way to explore them. On the 

other end of the scale there are closed-ended experiences, such as puzzles or many 

electronic devices, which have a set outcome and have a predetermined end result. 

It was really interesting to see the changes in the way children played with this new 

environment. We observed imaginations flourishing and interactions between chil-

dren being very warm and responsive. The children became more curious about how 

to use these open-ended materials and were able to come up with their own ideas or 

watch their peers for ideas.  Keep your eyes peeled for the next stage of this project 

where we will be focusing on pre-reading skills. 

With some of our children turning 2 (or already are 2) we have been focusing on de-

veloping some self-help skills as the children begin to prepare for the Curious Koalas 

room. Erin and Ashley have been demonstrating how to wash our hands correctly and 

encouraging children to join in after their nappy has been changed. You may have 

heard your child talk about ‘Bubbles’ when doing this at home. The children love to 

watch the bubbles form in the sink from the soap on their hands. We also have been 

encouraging the children to feed themselves at meal times using their spoon or fork. 

The children are very proud of themselves when they are successful. 

Thanks, 

Ashley and Erin. 
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Curious Koalas (1.5-2.5years) 

Hello there,  

 

How quickly has the year gone and with summer just around the 

corner. Please remember to dress your child in sun safe clothing and 

pack a sun safe hat.  Spare summer clothes are a must as we enjoy 

lots of water play. Water play is an opportunity for the children to 

develop sharing skills, turn taking, co-operation, hand eye co-

ordination, fine motor, and gross motor skills, as well as having lots 

of fun in an inviting environment. 

As many of you have noticed Sophie, our beautiful trainee has 

moved to the Frogs to further her skills and knowledge of different 

age groups.  

We have been very lucky to have Amy D from the Tiny Tadpoles 

join our team on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday. Cassidy is 

working Thursday and Friday. Both educators work 8.45-4.45 and 

bring lots of experience and knowledge to our room. They provide 

meaningful experiences for each of the children while building 

meaning full relationships.  

Recently we have introduced a drawing station into our room for the 

children to use freely throughout the day. This encourages pre writ-

ing skills and gives the children a chance to utilise their imagina-

tions while supporting language development. 

Many of our older Koalas have been transitioning from cots to beds 

at rest time. This has been a smooth transition for these children. It 

is also preparing the children for rest time in the Leaping Frogs 

Room.  

Many of the children will be transitioning from the Tiny Tadpoles to 

the Curious Koalas, while our older children will be transitioning 

the Leaping Frogs. 

 

Thank you for your time, if you have any questions please ask, I 

work 7.30-3.30 Monday to Friday, or ask Amy D or Cassidy. 

 

Amy W, Amy D and Cassidy. 
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Leaping Frogs 3-4 years 
As we approach Term 4 and the weather becomes warmer, our Leaping Frogs have 

been enjoying many exciting and wonderful learning opportunities. Most of our 

Leaping Frogs are interested in exploring their name, what it looks like, while ex-

ploring the shape of each letter and other characteristics of their own names. Our 

Educators have added name tags with a photo of each of the children for easier 

recognition to scaffold on the children's interest.  

We have been practising our self help skills including getting dressed, toileting, 

putting on shoes and socks, applying sunscreen, and helping set the tables for meal 

times and making the children's own beds. Each child is offered assistance and 

positive encouragement by educators during these processes.  

As the children are becoming older many children require less sleep. We have in-

troduced a rest area in book corner with the sleep area in block corner. All the chil-

dren are encouraged to lay down and rest their bodies and their brains. Audio sto-

ries are played and after 3x stories quiet learning experiences are offered to the 

children, while our younger children continue to sleep.  

We have been exploring maths concepts including colours, counting & sorting 

through a maths interest table. We are playing a number of board games with dice 

and matching skills are required as well as turn taking and sharing with peers. 

Our favourite story at the moment is “The Gruffalo`s child” whilst repeatedly re-

questing the “Kangaroo Song” which turns out to be the “Wombat Wobble”. 

“Freeze” is another favourite along with “The Lion Hunt” and “The Bear Hunt”. 

We are loving messy play at the moment including craft experiences, the dirt pit 

and sand play. A water jug had been added to these areas to extend the children's 

interests. We have provided opportunities for cooking after requests from the chil-

dren to include flour, water, rice and oats on our outdoor craft table. Many ideas 

followed including cookies, rice, play dough, porridge just to name  a few. 

Our educators included Denise (9-5) and Sheree (10-6) who share the Room Lead-

ers roll and Sophie (9.30-5.30) our trainee. Please approach your Room leader if 

you have any concerns or just need an informal chat.  
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       Brilliant Bees 

        (4-6) 

 

We have had such a busy couple of terms in our Brilliant Bees with many of the children 

fine tuning their skills ready to start big school in the new year.  

Our Brilliant Bees and Leaping frogs thoroughly enjoyed an incursion from “Science on 

the Move”. This showed us how we could explore science with simple everyday items, 

this was lots of fun especially when we all got to do the experiments our selves. 

We have had many visits from the wonderful and enthusiastic staff of Maitland Library. 

Both the Leaping Frogs and Brilliant Bees have benefitted from these literacy groups. Ex-

ploring new and exciting stories has been enhanced by talking about what the book was 

about, encouraging the children to participate in discussion and recalling the events of the 

book. These skills are valuable comprehension skills that will further develop as the chil-

dren approach starting school. 

Kasie has started maternity leave and we were delighted to hear the news of a healthy 

baby girl Chelsea. We had a visit from Kasie and the girls last week and loved having 

catching up on all the news. The girls were very excited to show off their new baby sister. 

We look forward to seeing Kasie back in the new year. 

With the absence of Kasie we were joined by Tegan. A big congratulation to Tegan who 

has just completed her Certificate 3 in Children's Services and completed her time as a 

trainee. Tegan was already familiar with the children from spending time together out-

side.  

Stacey is counting down the days before commencing maternity leave with the 3rd of Oc-

tober being Stacey's last day. We wish Mick and Stacey all the best as they prepare for the 

safe arrival of their baby. 

Over the past 6 weeks we have had the privilege to host a 4th year uni student. Laura has 

built up some wonderful relationships with the children while observing and extending 

the children's learning. This has included an excursion to the Private garden and we were 

also joined by the Leaping Frogs to pick oranges, collect eggs and see the chickens. . 

Many of the children were not convinced that they liked oranges however many children 

like orange juice. This lead to a discussion about where orange juice comes from, and all 

of the children decided to try the oranges. Our interest in which foods are good for us also 

included growing our own seeds, we have planted these in the garden and we are caring 

for them in hope that we will be able to harvest our own beans and snow peas in the com-

ing weeks. We wish Laura all the best as she starts her career as a Early Childhood 

Teacher. 

Amy C, Tegan and Stacey. 
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Educators  

 Jenny Has joined our team. Jenny has her certificate 3 in children services and 

has been doing family day care while also doing some casual work with us. So 

Jenny is already a familiar face. 

Alex is also joining our team in a maternity leave position. Alex is in the proc-

ess of completing her certificate 3 in Children Services. Alex is also a familiar 

face at Mother Goose Day Nursery as Alex is a parent and has worked for 

Mother Goose in the past.  

Cassidy joined  our team part time a few months ago, helping out with a ma-

ternity leave position. Cassidy is nearing the end of her degree in Early Child-

hood. Cassidy has been doing casual work for us in-between Uni, and now is a 

regular at Mother Goose. 

Kasie commenced her maternity leave position a few months ago and has 

since had a baby girl Chelsea. We look forward to Kasie`s return in the new 

year. 

Sophie will complete her time as a trainee with us at Mother Goose in Novem-

ber. It has been lovely to see Sophie grow and develop her skills as a trainee. 

All the team at Mother Goose wishes Sophie all the best as she pursues a ca-

reer in child care. 

 

 

  Tiny Tadpoles   $89 / Day   

  Curious Koalas   $89 / Day 

  Leaping Frogs   $83 / Day  

  Brilliant Bees   $81 / Day 

Portfolios are now due back… 

Reminders 

Fees as at 5th January 2015 

Toy Catalogue…  
Due back last Friday, 26th September 

 

Excursion Notes Bees/ Frogs… 
Please return these asap, any children not going will 

spend the day with the Curious Koalas. 
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25.8.14 I am a working mum with 4 children. I often get comments like "I don't know how you 

do it" along with "wow ... Really, four boys". Well here they are my top tips for a working mum 

with young children.  

1.Clean after, not before you have friends with children over. 

2.Change the sheets only when young children wet the bed. 

3.Give everyone a job to contribute to the house, that is their responsibility. Dishwasher, 

bins, clothes off the line etc (  I highly recommend a large family ) .  

4.Iron only for those who are unable to iron for them self ( under 12 years of age ) .  

5.Shut the door to your child's room instead of feeling the impulse to tidy it up. 

6.Take 10 minutes to your self everyday. 

7.Put garlic in every meal, it stops everyone breathing on your healthy children. 

8.Garden on beautiful days, if it has rained all weekend, iron only for the duration of the Sun-

day midday movie. 

9.Only expect that the living areas be free of soccer boots, school bags, dirty plates, dirty 

clothes. 

10. Finish what you are doing before answering the call of "Mum can you help me". 

11. Go camping twice a year if not more, no house work required when camping. 

12. Put a load of clothes in the washing machine every evening before you go to bed. Hang 

out the clothes every morning before you go to work. ( Weekends are washing free. )  

13.Cook double twice a week ( so you can have a night off cooking. )  

Children over 8 required to be cooking assistance once a week. Build their skill so by 

14years of age they can cook a simple meal for the family once a week.  

14. If having dinner on the table at a certain time stresses you out, put tonight's meal in the 

fridge for tomorrow night and just reheat.  

15. What's your tip? 

 
28.8.14 There are many benefits of being a working mum, I love being a working mum. By no 

means do I think I have all the answers. By no means do I think I have the perfect children. I 

do however encourage my children to  

• Think for them self in hope that they will not worry about what others will think. 

• Think about how their actions will effect other. 

•  Make them self happy and be proud of their own achievements rather than working to-

wards pleasing others for their approval.  

• W ork out what motivates them rather then to be motivated by others.  

All these things are "out comes". Each of us will take different steps to achieve similar out-

comes. If you want to build your child's confidence you must start at a young age to develop 

self help skills. It starts with returning a smile when your baby first smiles, clapping and 

cheering as they take their first steps, putting their painting proudly on display on the fridge 

as you catch up of their day at preschool. It can often be around hear that some of us plateau 

in developing self help skills. Children need opportunities for solitary play in the garden with-

out interruption ( as you demonstrate trust ) , enjoying peeling carrots together as your child 

works out which way the peeler work, sharing a video with grandma when they tie their 

shoes for the first time or ride a bike without training wheels, allowing your child to take risks 

and challenge their own abilities. When your child succeeds something challenging, they cre-

ate their own "I did it moment". All these things gradually build your child's confidence, self 

help skills and establishes value in their own contribution to the house and in turn the wider 

community. It is not just about surviving as a working mum, being a working mum is simply a 

way to demonstrate your own sense of self, your own contribution to the wider community, 

and autonomy. Being a working mum is a tool in building a happy healthy and resilient child. 

 

 

 

Face book 


